























1. Motivation   2. Method: Vibroseis on Ice 

















•  ~700 km of seismic vibroseis surveys  
 
Why? 
•  Evidence of paleo-ice flow and retreat  
•  Geological history of region 
•  Ice-ocean interaction 
•  Predictions of SLR contribution 














 Sub-EIS-Obs: Vibroseis on ice 
a	
a’	What? 
•  ~700 km of seismic vibroseis surveys  
 
Why? 
•  Evidence of paleo-ice flow and retreat  
•  Geological history of region 
•  Ice-ocean interaction 
















•  Sea-floor trough 
•  Glacial debris deposits 10-60 m thick 
•  Volcanic Explora wedge outcrop imaged  
•  Other features of ice flow and retreat 
 
























Glacial debris Truncated dipping sediment 
Volcanic Explora wedge 






























1.Motivation   2. Method ‒ Vibroseis on Ice 3. Location and Data 
The sea-floor and sub-sea floor topography 
beneath Antarctic ice shelves holds a wealth of 
information: 
 
•  Sea floor topography -> past ice dynamics 
•  Sub-sea floor -> geological history 
•  The shape of the cavity -> implications of 
ocean circulation and ice melt 
So how do we „see“ beneath the ice shelf? 
 
Seismic reflection vibroseis data  collected between (2010 -2018) on Ekström ice shelf 





























1.Motivation   2. Method ‒ Vibroseis on Ice 3. Location and Data 










Ekström Ice Shelf  





Ekström Ice Shelf 































Truncated dipping sediment 
~50 m 
2500 m 
Volcanic Explora wedge 
Sediment wedge 
Base glacial debris 
Sea floor 
Explora wedge 
Back to Map > Interpretation ON 
Interpretation OFF 
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Truncated dipping sediment 
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Back to Map > Interpretation ON 
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Glacial debris Truncated dipping sediment 
Volcanic Explora wedge 




Back to Map > Interpretation ON 
Interpretation OFF 

































Glacial debris Truncated dipping sediment 
Volcanic Explora wedge 




Back to Map > Interpretation ON 
Interpretation OFF 












1.Motivation   2. Method ‒ Vibroseis on Ice 3. Location and Data 





















Glacial debris Truncated dipping sediment 
Volcanic Explora wedge 





























Glacial debris Truncated dipping sediment 
Volcanic Explora wedge 













1.Motivation   2. Method ‒ Vibroseis on Ice 3. Location and Data 





















Glacial debris Truncated dipping sediment 
Volcanic Explora wedge 


















1.Motivation   2. Method ‒ Vibroseis on Ice 3. Location and Data 





















Volcanic Explora wedge 


















1.Motivation   2. Method ‒ Vibroseis on Ice 3. Location and Data 



















Volcanic Explora wedge 





















1.Motivation   2. Method ‒ Vibroseis on Ice 3. Location and Data 









































1.Motivation   2. Method ‒ Vibroseis on Ice 3. Location and Data 






























































Truncated dipping sediment 
Volcanic Explora wedge 




Back to Map > Interpretation ON 
Interpretation OFF 


































Truncated dipping sediment 
Volcanic Explora wedge 




Back to Map > Interpretation ON 
Interpretation OFF 
































Base glacial debris 
Sea floor 
Explora wedge 











































Back to Map > Interpretation ON 
Interpretation OFF 































Glacial debris Truncated dipping sediment 
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Base glacial debris 
Sea floor 
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Back to Map > 
































Glacial debris Truncated dipping sediment 
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Truncated dipping sediment 
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Back to Map > Interpretation ON 
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Back to Map > Interpretation ON 
Interpretation OFF 
2017 ‒ SP 125 m (6 fold)  
Possible GZW  
x 
x’ 



































Back to Map > 
2017 ‒ SP 125 m (6 fold)  
Possible GZW  
x 







Whoops – you are at THE END! 
Click to return to main menu 
Antarctic  
Peninsul
a 
Ronne- 
Filchner 
Ice Shelf 
Ekström Ice 
Shelf 
